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Main outcomes  
What important questions did you plan to ask and answer during the workshop?  Please use a short 
bullet for each question. 
Following the workshop, what do you think the four most important scientific advances are required in 
your area over the next 3-4 years? List in order of importance. 
What levels of computing power will be required to solve these problems? Score each problem: 1) 
desk top computing, 2) departmental machines, 3) national supercomputers, 4) Current European 
Supercomputers (PRACE resources) 5) Leading edge peta-flop or exa-flop machines.	  
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Assuming	  sufficient	  administrative	  support	  to	  be	  in	  place,	  has	  the	  workshop	  identified	  
research	  areas	  that	  might	  be	  funded	  by	  the	  EU	  2020	  programme?	  Please	  list	  any	  EU	  or	  
other	  collaborative	  opportunities	  emerging	  as	  bullet	  points.	  	  (maximum	  200	  words)	  
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In	  addition	  to	  the	  pure	  scientific	  importance	  of	  the	  areas	  discussed	  in	  your	  workshop,	  
do	  you	  believe	  that	  progress	  in	  this	  field	  would	  be	  of	  interest	  to	  European	  Industry?	  	  
Can	  you	  name	  any	  companies	  and	  contacts,	  which	  should	  be	  kept	  informed?	  (maximum	  
200	  words)	  
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	Please do not repeat the program unless there were lastminute changes or the initial description we already have this materialTitle: Calculation of Optical Properties of Nanostructures from First Principles
	Please do not repeat the program unless there were lastminute changes or the initial description we already have this materialDates: 19 - 22 February 2013
	Please do not repeat the program unless there were lastminute changes or the initial description we already have this materialLocation: CECAM HQ Lausanne
	Please do not repeat the program unless there were lastminute changes or the initial description we already have this materialOrganizers: Gabriel Bester, Fiedhelm Bechstedt, Claudia Draxl
	Scope of the workshop maximum 200 words Describe the scientific area covered by your workshop please avoid the use of acronyms where possible: It is has recently become possible to measure the photoluminescence of single semiconductor nanostructures (quantum dots) with micro electronvolt spectral resolution. At the same time, spectra of nanocrystalline systems are measured in a wide range of photon energies, e.g. by means of spectroscopic ellipsometry. Moreover, nanostructure  superlattices or embedded or colloidal quantum dots are used to enhance the efficiency or lower the cost of photovoltaic devices.  These quantum dots can be used to absorb the sun’s light directly, or to accept the charge carriers photogenerated in dye molecules (Grätzel cell). In both cases, a fundamental knowledge of the optical properties, which at present remains preliminary, would be required before we are able to engineer materials with targeted properties.  Furthermore, nanostructures have emerged as interesting subjects from the point of view of fundamental research of quantum optical phenomena. Indeed, the possibility of engineering artificial structures behaving as few level systems, effectively artificial atoms, opens up a large field of research.This workshop offered an overview of state-of-the-art first principles methods used for the calculation of optical properties of nanostructures and highlighted various open challenges. Specifically, the workshop touched upon three areas of research, (i) time-dependent density functional theory (ii) the Bethe Salpeter approach and (iii) quantum-chemistry approaches.
	Main outcomes What important questions did you plan to ask and answer during the workshop Please use a short bullet for each question Following the workshop what do you think the four most important scientific advances are required in your area over the next 34 years List in order of importance What levels of computing power will be required to solve these problems Score each problem 1 desk top computing 2 departmental machines 3 national supercomputers 4 Current European Supercomputers PRACE resources 5 Leading edge petaflop or exaflop machines: The aim of this workshop was to bring together researchers from different fields with a common interest in the calculation of the optical properties of nanostructures. This goal has been achieved, as evidenced by the scientific program. We have gathered prominent speakers from the electronic structure theory and code development community. The introductory talks helped to  establish a solid background for the more advanced talks following in the sessions, enabling all attendees to actively participate in the workshop and profit as much as possible from each others' expertise.Important Questions * What can the individual communities, i.e.   - many body perturbation theory (MBPT) / GW + BSE   - time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)   - quantum chemistry (CI/CC)  learn from each other?* What are the (formal) connections between these three approaches?* What are the advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches in terms of the accessible size regime and accuracy of the results?* How suitable / applicable are the individual methods for the description of the optical properties of 0D, 1D and 2D nanostructures?Four most important scientific advances required over the next 3-4 years?1) Although the advances reported in the last few years have been impressive, in terms of the number of atoms that can be handled, more efforts are needed in order to connect with many of the experimentally realized structures containing hundreds to thousands of atoms. The required advances involve algorithmic improvements (possibly better scaling) and/or more efficient numerical schemes (parallelization, use of large modern computational architectures). Level of computing power required: 3 - 52) Development of methods able to efficiently treat the time evolution of excitations at a high level of accuracy and able to cover the experimentally relevant time domain (femtoseconds to picoseconds). Level of computing power required: 3 - 53) Improvements in the quality and transferability of semi-empirical approaches in order to offer an alternative to ab-initio approaches in case the structures are too large or the simulation times too long. Level of computing power required: 2-44)  Validate the applicability of time dependent density function theory against more accurate methods and develop schemes for their reliable use. Level of computing required: 1-2
	fill_1: The Europe 2020 strategy includes prominently the development of a sustainable,  low-carbon economy. Harvesting the energy of the sun is one of the key elements of such a strategy, where knowledge of the optical properties of materials will be essential. The topic of our workshop fits perfectly within such aims. We expect the interactions initiated between the participants to evolve into international collaborations, possibly under the umbrella of the European Union under the EU 2020 program.  The idea of the European Theoretical Spectroscopy Facility (ETSF)  to develop methods/codes for the calculation of optical properties on request of experimental or industrial users should be renewed for nanostructures.
	fill_1_2: The calculation of the optical properties of nanostructures is already of interest to industry. On one hand, the miniaturization of optical devices is entering into the nanometer range where not only the wave nature of light becomes important, but also the quantum mechanical properties of emitters and absorbers. On the other hand, nanostructures are increasingly used as source of single photons or of entangled photon pairs, which requires a detailed knowledge of the optical properties of these nanostructures. Companies that may be interested into the development of predictive numerical tools for the calculation of the optical properties of nanostructures are numerous. Two examples are:IBM is developing techniques that use light for the communication between chips, rather than electrical signals, to achieve very high bandwidths. The approach is called Silicon Nanophotonics and is part of IBM’s quest to move up to the exa-scale computing.Single Quantum is a company following the objective to build single photon detectors made of semiconductor nanowires. 


